Abstract-Many computational methods are based on the manipulation of entities with internal structure, such as objects, records, or data structures. Most conventional approaches based on neural networks have problems dealing with such structured entities. The algorithms presented in this paper represent a novel approach to neural-symbolic integration that allows for symbolic data in the form of objects to be translated to a scalar representation that can then be used by connectionist systems. We present the implementation of two translation algorithms that aid in performing object-oriented function approximation. We argue that objects provide an abstract representation of data that is well suited for the input and output of neural networks, as well as other statistical learning techniques. By examining the results of a simple sorting example, we illustrate the efficacy of these techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this work is to demonstrate the feasibility of using neural networks for the manipulation of structured computational entities, such as objects. One specific example of such a method is object-oriented function approximation: if given a collection of three unsorted integers, is it possible to create a statistical model that can accurately approximate the sorted collection of those same integers? While this is clearly a simplified case of manipulating such structures, it will allow us to examine the basic principles underlying our method, and to demonstrate its feasibility. It is clear that further work is needed to examine other aspects, such as scalability (more complex structures, larger data sets), performance (time, space), and the use of object-orient function approximation for industrial applications.
In considering the answer to the above question, let us consider the following training data of input and output pairs.
{1,5,3}->{1,3,5} {7,5,3}->{3,5,7} {2,5,5}->{2,5,5} {8,4,6}->{4,6,8} {9,0,3}->{0,3,9} ...
Given an input within the same range of training data, but with a previously unobserved collection of integers, such as {4,5,3}, the model should be able to approximate the output to {3,4,5}. Although this is a rather trivial problem and fast algorithms exist to solve sorting collections of arbitrary sizes, it remains a difficult problem for neural networks to solve [1] . This work presents an approach to simplify this and other problems by representing the data as objects. In object-oriented design and programming, an object is a concrete instance of a type of class that consists of member data and is associated with a set of operations on that data [2] . Throughout this paper, object-oriented (OO) function approximation will have the following definition:
Given a set of input and output object pairs, train a model so that it can quickly approximate the output object from a given, unseen input object.
In order to use a traditional form of approximation such as a neural network to approximate the sorting problem mentioned, a first step would be to find a suitable representation for the three integers. Typically this representation would be a sequence of vectors, but for less trivial examples the representation may not be immediately obvious. Our work began because of a need to simplify the representation of approximated data inputs and outputs. There are many current OO systems that could benefit from approximation techniques but lack the scalar representation necessary to explore this option. The problem of using symbolic data with connectionist systems has been studied a great deal in the past [3] , [4] , [5] . These approaches typically focus on logic programs and not at more complex data structures, but some research has focused more recently on complex structures which will be discussed in detail later in this document. Objects allow a problem's representation to be handled at a level of abstraction which is more readily understandable to a human. The advantages of using objects for the representation of data is evident in the widespread use of OO languages in present day software development, but has also been studied academically. A paper by Bennedsen et al. [6] presents findings that claim general abstraction has a positive impact on programming ability. Also, by preserving object identity we show that data can be automatically used in a categorical manner resulting in improved approximation.
One broad class of operations that could benefit from the use of the techniques described here is to determine the similarity of structures. While this can be solved with traditional methods (assuming that a similarity measure is defined), it can be beneficial in some situations to do a quick initial comparison of the structures, and only investigate more carefully if they are "reasonably similar." Instances of such similarity-based problems are the merging of database and ontology schemata, mapping of specific objects with certain attributes to other objects or classes (such as in case-based reasoning), or the comparison of structured entities, such as drawings.
II. COMPOSITIONAL FUNCTIONS
The problem of translating structured data into a suitable representation for a neural network to use is not new. A growing body of work on this topic exists.
The simplest form of translation consists of concatenating Huffman encoded sets together to produce a binary or scalar representation of the various parts of the structure in a systematic way [7] , [8] . This can be done using a depthfirst traversal of the structure that visits each node and then concatenates the Huffman encoding for each node to the end of a representative sequence of numeric values. The examples used later in this document are of this particular flavor. In order to compensate for scaling problems with this technique and to address other possible concerns, several approaches which do not use concatenation have been considered. One solution to this problem which comes from cognitive science is Sparse Distributed Representations (SDR). Categorical symbols (or concepts) are represented by random vectors or sets of random vectors. By using random vectors, SDR provides a programmatic encoding scheme which is wellsuited for representing concepts, due to the fact that SDR does not inherently assign biased meaning to the vectors. The meaning for each vector is provided in the form of a cleanup memory that maps vectors to their assigned concept. SDR can be used for not only unbiased representation of concepts, but also for encoding the relations between concepts [9] . Two types of relations that are easy to encode using SDR representations include variable binding [10] and chunking [11] . Variable binding allows two concepts to be bound to each other. For example, the concept "EYE" can be bound to the concept "BLUE" to indicate that the variable 'eye' is bound to the color 'blue'. Chunking refers to the relationship where a list of concepts are grouped together to indicate that they belong to the same set. If a function can be used to combine two vectors into a third vector while maintaining all of the information about the first and second vectors, it can be considered a compositional function [12] .
One implementation of an SDR is provided by Plate's [13] Holographic Reduced Representation (HRR), which uses a compositional function called a circular convolution, to encode recursive structures. The following mathematical definition is paraphrased from Jane Von-Neumann's paper [14] on learning HRR transformations, which provides a clear and well defined background description of HRRs.
Circular convolution binds two n-dimensional vectors:
and
to a n-dimensional vector,
such that Z = X (circular convolution) Y with
for j = 0,....,n-1 (Note: The subscripts are computed modulo n.)
If the elements in each n-dimensional vector are independently and identically distributed over N(0,1/n), then decoding elements from bindings is possible using the approximate inverse to circular convolution, circular correlation, which is defined as:
(approximate X) = Z (circular correlation) Y with
for j = 0,...,n-1 (Note: The subscripts are computed modulo n.)
The approximate decoding of X provides the involution of X and is not exact; therefore, it is required to have clean-up memory that contains all possible elements of the domain to fully restore the value of X. High dimensional vectors are used to attempt to maintain the independence and even distribution of individual domain values. The larger the dimension of the vector is, the less likely it is that a random vector from the sample will be closely related to another random vector. The use of high dimensional vectors does not immediately provide a high cost since Plate [13] showed that by using Fast Fourier Transforms, circular convolution and correlation can be computed in O(n log n) time. Often this results in huge vectors being used, around the order of 2 12 (2 12 = 4,096). Using HRR this results in random vectors generated over N(0, 1/4096).
Another technique for computing SDR representations which is very similar to HRRs is binary spatter codes [9] . Instead of using numeric vectors, concepts are encoded as random binary sets. Again, variable binding is used to group key value pairs. The compositional function used for binding is the binary operator XOR (exclusive-or). Record chunking is used to group a set of symbols or key value pairs into a single set of bits. This operation is done by using the following rules.
Chunking is done by summing the number of ones in any bit-wise position. If the sum is greater than half of the number of chunked items, then the value is one. If the sum is less than half of the number of chunked items, then the value is zero. If the sum is exactly half, then the value is either one or zero, determined by a random 0.5 probability.
Recall (i.e., retrieving the value) is performed by XOR'ing the reduced representation with the desired key bit set, since XOR is its own inverse function. This will return another bit set which represents the value bound to that key, plus some small amount of noise. The noise is reduced by using a cleanup memory similar to that of HRRs. By using this approach with a large bit set representing each symbolic entity, an immense number of symbols can be represented. If the bit set has n bits then the number of possible unique combinations is 2 n , as we have already seen with the numeric vectors of HRRs.
Although research into using distributed representations is still underway, the specific algorithms used in this paper here use a concatenating composition. Currently this is done because the distributed representations tested so far have not provided desirable arithmetic approximation results for continuous domains such as Real numbers or their computer equivalent floating point values.
III. TRANSLATION ALGORITHMS
In order to leverage the huge body of work on machine learning and connectionist systems, this paper introduces an algorithm for object-to-scalar translation that will allow any statistical model which uses a sequence of vectors as input and output to be used for the underlying approximation approach. The algorithm must first perform pre-processing on a set of training data to gather information about the structure and distribution of variable values within the objects. It will then use this information to examine each object and translate it into a set of numeric values between 0 and 1. The next section will elaborate on this process.
IV. PRE-PROCESSING
Every input and output object pair is examined by the preprocessor. During this stage the possible types and values of each member data variable is looked at recursively. The end result of this phase is a mapping from object structural positions, to observed variable domain values. Special care should be taken for certain language-specific variable types like arrays, maps, and collections, but for the sake of brevity they are not mentioned here.
The psuedo-code listed illustrates here shows how preprocessing is done. There are several terms used in this code which need to be described first. The term label refers to a sequence of characters or a string that represents the structural position of an object or a primitive member data field. The term VariableDomain refers to a class Object that has one method that is used in pre-processing called examineValue which takes an observed data value. The VariableDomain also contains two other methods to be used in the later stages after pre-processing which translate an observed object value into a numeric value between 0 and 1, and a method for translating numeric values between 0 and 1 back into observed objects. The getTypeDomain method can be implemented with common a map structure which maps a String/Label to a VariableDomain which holds information about the Types observed in each structural position. The getDomainSet can be implemented in a similar fasion with a map from a String/Label to another map containing Type to VariableDomain maps which hold the actual observed value variable domains.
So in this way the pre-processing stage is responsible for mapping each structural label observed in the training samples to a VariableDomain object which will record the observed values and create a Huffman encoding for them. In the analysis of this approach presented later we used a 
A. XOR Example
The classic XOR (exclusive-or) example will be used to illustrate how this algorithm works. This example was chosen for its simplicity and notoriety and should not be considered a representative sample of the type of problems that would actually be approximated using this approach.
In the XOR example, there is one possible input type, named Case. This object has two boolean member data variables, named "b1" and "b2." The output variable is a boolean representing the result as the XOR of b1 and b2. Four objects are created for the training data for the XOR problem. The output has a "true" boolean value only when "b1" and "b2" are different. Otherwise the output is the boolean value, "false."
From this very simple example, the type of data that can be gathered for each variable's possible domain is somewhat limited, but still provides some insight into how the gathering of data is done. The pre-processing of each of the Case object instances will result in the following domain mappings for each variable:
"in1" →TypeDomain with the Case type as the only observed type. "in1 Case b1" →TypeDomain with boolean as the only observed type "in1 Case b1 boolean" →BooleanDomain with observed values 0 and 1. "in1 Case b2" →TypeDomain with boolean as the only observed type "in1 Case b2 boolean" →BooleanDomain with observed values 0 and 1. "out" →TypeDomain with the boolean type as the only observed type. "out boolean" →BooleanDomain with observed values 0 and 1. The variable domain in each of these cases is a BooleanDomain, which can only have the binary values 0 or 1. In our implementation there exists a default variable domain for common language-specific (i.e., C, C++, Java, etc.) primitive types, including: integers, longs, floats, doubles, booleans, chars, strings, enums, and types. These domains keep track of the observed values or ranges of values so that they can provide the appropriate translation later. Currently they all work by applying only a linear interpolation between the values, which gives every value an equal chance. More complicated domains could be created that favor values that have been seen more often and therefore provide different distributions. So far this has not been a problem since the learning algorithm has mitigated the need for more complicated distributions.
If the variable "b1" was not limited to only a boolean, for example, but if it could be any object in the variable domain, then the mapping would be more elaborate. If there were several other cases where "b1" was an integer ranging from 2 to 7, another variable domain would be added to the previous list and the type domain would also have another value, such as: "in1 Case b1" →TypeDomain with boolean and integer observed "in1 Case b1 integer" →IntegerDomain with observed values from 2 to 7 Creating a mapping from each object's structural position to a variable domain was done to preserve as much structural information as possible and limit each structural position to defining only the possible domains observed in that position. This increases the chances for successful approximation for certain problems, because creating a mapping from the structural position to the variable domain limits the amount of variance in the possible objects that can be generated. It also makes it so that some functions cannot be approximated using this technique. This limitation and possible alternative solutions will be discussed in more detail later in this contribution. Figure 2 illustrates how an object is translated to a scalar using the table created during the pre-processing phase.
V. OBJECT TO SCALAR
If the Case object instance that contains the variable values "b1" = true and "b2" = false is translated using the algorithm from Figure 2 , then we would get the following scalar values: 0.5 -three instances exist in the input: the input case, "b1," and "b2." The input case was the first observed instance. 1 -Case is the only possible type in the TypeDomain for "in1"
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Fig. 2. Object to Scalar Conversion
1 -there is more member data to output 0 -the variable "b1" is the first settable attribute on a Case object. 0.75 -the variable "b1" is the second observed instance from the input. 1 -the variable "b1" has the value true so its boolean domain returns 1 1 -there is more member data to output 1 -the variable "b2" is the last settable attribute on a Case object. 1 -the variable "b2" is the third observed instance from the input. 0 -the variable "b2" has the value false so, the domain returns 0 0 -all of the member data values have been output So the ending vector representation for this input instance would be {0.5, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, .75, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0, 0}. The equivalent set of vectors from classical examples of the XOR problem would only be {1.0, 0}, representing only the boolean true and false. It may seem that there is far more data than is necessary to state the actual problem, and for this trivial example that is true, but for more complicated examples, the extra data may help preserve context as will be shown later. The translated output object for this example instance would be: 0 -the object is a new instance 1.0 -boolean is the only possible type in the TypeDomain for "out" 1.0 -the boolean domain for "out boolean" returns a 1 for the true value So the vectors {0, 1.0, 1.0} indicate that the output object is a new instance of type boolean with the value true. Again, if we compare this to the classical XOR example we would only have the value {1}. Out of all of the four training examples, the only value that changes will be the last value which will be either 0 or 1. So the amount of variance in the output object is the same as the classical example. In order to recognize this, the neural network must weed out the extra data, or it must be done in a secondary pre-processing step which can lead to more time-consuming training. This is one of the trade-offs that should be considered when using this approach. In the analysis section of this paper we show in the sorting example how this extra data can become a benefit.
VI. CHOOSING AN APPROXIMATION APPROACH
There are many pattern recognition and machine learning techniques that could be used for the approximation method. One common trend that appears to be consistent amongst most machine learning techniques is that they all can be explained using a statistical model. For instance, depending on the type of neural network one chooses, it "uses different ways to estimate or approximate the posterior probabilities from the training set" [15] . This is important to note, since throughout this paper, neural networks are used as the example of connectionist learning, though they are not the only possible choice. Once the Objects have been translated into a scalar representation a wide variety of learning algorithms could be used to perform the approximation. Choosing an appropriate approximation approach will make a significant difference in the results of this technique.
Our tests so far, written in Java with the JOONE toolkit, have used a standard feed-forward neural network trained using back-propagation with a sigmoid output layer. During these tests, the size of the hidden layer, learning rate, and momentum have been changed to provide varying behavior. Ideally, a self-configuring network would be used so that no user involvement would be needed to adjust these parameters. Future plans for this work include integrating something like the MLEANN [16] evolutionary neural network system or other techniques to reduce the amount of parametrization and guessing of structure required.
VII. SCALAR TO OBJECT
The creation of objects from a scalar representation works similarly to the translation to scalar, but backwards. Each numeric value from 0 to 1 is read from the beginning of the set and has a predefined meaning based on its position according to Figure 3 , as well as the pre-processing lookup variable domains. Objects are either created because they were not previously observed in the input objects, or they are attached directly from the input instances. Their member data is then translated recursively until the full output object has been constructed. Figure 3 illustrates how an object is created from a series of numeric values. 
VIII. SORTING ANALYSIS
The sorting problem was chosen as an example to show that using this technique for generic OO function approximation is possible in principle. The first experiment shows a comparison of using the same neural network for sorting sets of integers with varying sizes while preserving object identities. The second experiment did not preserve object identities. Each experiment was run by creating sets of integers of size n. Each integer was chosen at random from the range of integers between 0 and 100. The network was trained on 500 sets and their sorted counterparts. In the first experiment, the same integer objects were used in both sets. In the second experiment, new integer object instances with the same primitive value where created. This was done so the translation algorithm would not preserve their identities. After the networks had been trained on the training sets, they were tested on another 1,000 sets of random integers to see how many of the sets could be properly sorted. In the results of the first experiment (Table I) it is clear that the percentage of correct results for each set size is well above the percentage of correct sorting that would be expected from permuting the integers in any random order. This probability was calculated with the equation 1.0/n!. The probability represents the chance that any random permutation of the set of n integers is the correctly sorted set. From this comparison, it is clear to see that the network consistently performs better than random, indicating that it has learned to approximate sorting in principle. The second experiment compares the results presented in the first experiment to a trial run where integer instances were not preserved. Tables II and III show this comparison. The results show that without considering instances, the network is rarely exactly correct. When an integer was incorrect we checked how far off from the correct value it was.
Without considering the instances, the neural network will often be close to correct, but will make up new integers. The values {96, 53, 12}, could result in a collection of three new integers, like {13, 51, 98}. Although this result is close to correct, none of the initial integers are in the resulting set. This can make the data hard to use. One trade off is that if the instances are preserved it can increase the average number of integers the values can be off. The values {16,12,15}, could result in {12,15,12}, here the average incorrect integer is off by 4 where as in the previous sets the average incorrect integer was off by just under 2. Although the average incorrect integer is further off, it may be more desirable to use this approach since the objects in the output are instances taken directly from the input. It is interesting to note that we tried several more experiments after getting zero percent of the sorting perfectly correct and noticed that without instance preservation when the set size was increased to 8 and 9 the average number of integers off grows rather slowly as the set size is increased, so when exact values are not necessary, closer values can be obtained by ignoring instance preservation.
The preservation of object identity allows variables with possibly wide-varying ranges to be chosen from only the set of available input instances. This allows the translation to provide an automated categorical interpretation of these values. In some problems this could be a huge benefit, since modern object-oriented languages rely heavily on object identity to test for true equality. If two objects are actually the exact same instance, then they will undoubtedly be equal. This knowledge can facilitate more efficient algorithms by doing things such as not having to duplicate the work of creating new objects when preserved instances could be readily available. Many algorithms rely on this to perform certain operations, such as looking up objects in a hash map to guarantee object equality after the hashing has been done.
IX. FUTURE WORK
As mentioned previously, the pre-processing technique that is currently being used is somewhat limited. If you consider a graph problem or something that similarly has highly irregular structure, this approach would not be able to account for all of the various domain values that could exist in conceivably many structural positions, without a training example for every case. Work on integrating structured data, such as graphs, has been done using recurrent neural networks and has shown reasonable results [17] , [18] . The preprocessing stage could be modified to support more varied data structures by using a more flexible variable domain mapping. This would make the position of the variable within a specific input or output object to be inconsequential and variable domains would be mapped only to their position within the immediate parent object. Doing this will make the training more difficult since more values can exist at any given structural position within the object [19] . However, it would allow structures to be created that have yet to be observed from the training data. More experimentation with this approach would be needed to evaluate its possible downfalls as well as potential benefits. If the extra data for object identity and type preservation increases training time to an unreasonable amount it may be necessary to look into some of the techniques for input variable selection, like those used by Herrera et al. [20] .
X. CONCLUSIONS
Our results from sorting have shown that the translation algorithms presented can be used as a step towards Object Oriented function approximation in principle. As mentioned, the choice of statistical model and network structure used for the approximation step will be paramount to the future success of this work. The presented algorithms successfully provide the ability to translate objects into a usable scalar form and allow the creation of objects from the scalar output of a statistical model. However, it does not currently allow all algorithms to be approximated using this technique. The hope of this work is that by allowing the statistical models to perform both numeric and structural approximation within the same context, it may be possible to approximate a subset of object-oriented functions quickly, with an acceptable degree of error. The authors of this paper feel that the integration between object-oriented programming and statistical modeling is a possible step towards neural symbolic integration and could rapidly increase the production of systems that can benefit from sacrificing precision for performance.
